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The Book of Dreams
From the internationally bestselling author of four books, including
The Opposite of Me, a vibrant, compulsively readable novel about two
married couples who pursue a dream to open a bed-and-breakfast in
small-town Vermont. In her previous works including The Best of Us,
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“rising star” (Library Journal) Sarah Pekkanen captivated readers by
penning “refreshingly introspective, sharply realistic, and tenderly
humorous” novels (Booklist) that had readers “flying through the
pages” (Hoda Kotb, Today show). Now, in Catching Air, Pekkanen turns
an unflinching eye on the tangled relationships of two pairs of thirtysomethings. A chance to run a B&B in snowy, remote Vermont—it’s an
offer Kira Danner can’t resist after six soul-crushing years of
working as a lawyer in Florida. As Kira and her husband, Peter, step
into a brand new life, she quells her fears about living with the
B&B’s co-owners: Peter’s sexy, irresponsible brother Rand, and Rand’s
wife, Alyssa…who is essentially a stranger. For her part, Alyssa sees
taking over the B&B as the latest in a string of adventures. Plus, a
quiet place might help her recover from the news that she can’t bear
children. But the idyllic town proves to be anything but serene:
Within weeks, the sisters-in-law are scrambling to prepare for their
first big booking—a winter wedding—and soon a shy, mysterious woman
comes to work for them. Dawn Zukoski is hiding something; that much is
clear. But what the sisters-in-law don't realize is that Dawn is also
hiding from someone… Relatable and dynamic, Catching Air delves deeply
into the vital relationships that give shape to women’s lives.

Lovesome
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Bestselling author, TV host, and chef Anthony Bourdain reveals the
hearty, delicious recipes of Les Halles, the classic New York City
French bistro where he got his start. Before stunning the world with
his bestselling Kitchen Confidential, Anthony Bourdain, host of the
celebrated TV shows Parts Unknown and No Reservations, spent years
serving some of the best French brasserie food in New York. With its
no-nonsense, down-to-earth atmosphere, Les Halles matched Bourdain's
style perfectly: a restaurant where you can dress down, talk loudly,
drink a little too much wine, and have a good time with friends. Now,
Bourdain brings you his Les Halles Cookbook, a cookbook like no other:
candid, funny, audacious, full of his signature charm and bravado.
Bourdain teaches you everything you need to know to prepare classic
French bistro fare. While you're being guided, in simple steps,
through recipes like roasted veal short ribs and steak frites,
escargots aux noix and foie gras au pruneaux, you'll feel like he's in
the kitchen beside you-reeling off a few insults when you've scorched
the sauce, and then patting you on the back for finally getting the
steak tartare right. As practical as it is entertaining, Anthony
Bourdain's Les Halles Cookbook is a can't-miss treat for cookbook
lovers, aspiring chefs, and Bourdain fans everywhere.
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Bistro Cooking
A mysterious portrait ignites an antiquarian bookseller’s search
through time and the works of Shakespeare for his lost love. Charlie
Lovett’s new book, The Lost Book of the Grail, is now available.
Guaranteed to capture the hearts of everyone who truly loves books,
The Bookman’s Tale is a former bookseller’s sparkling novel and a
delightful exploration of one of literature’s most tantalizing
mysteries with echoes of Shadow of the Wind and A.S. Byatt's
Possession. Nine months after the death of his beloved wife Amanda
left him shattered, Peter Byerly, a young antiquarian bookseller,
relocates from North Carolina to the English countryside, hoping to
outrun his grief and rediscover the joy he once took in collecting and
restoring rare books. But upon opening an eighteenth-century study of
Shakespeare forgeries, he discovers a Victorian watercolor of a woman
who bears an uncanny resemblance to Amanda. Peter becomes obsessed
with learning the picture’s origins and braves a host of dangers to
follow a trail of clues back across the centuries—all the way to
Shakespeare’s time and a priceless literary artifact that could prove,
once and for all, the truth about the Bard’s real identity.
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The Little French Bistro
It’s always been Mimi Rousseau’s dream to open her own bistro, but it
seems beyond her grasp since she’s been chased back home to Nouvelle
Vie in Napa Valley by her late husband’s tremendous debt. Until her
best friend Jorianne James introduces her to entrepreneur Bryan Baker
who invests in promising prospects. Now, working the bistro and inn
until she’s able to pay it off and call it her own, Mimi is throwing
the inn’s first wedding ever. The wedding will be the talk of the
town, as famous talk show host Angelica Edmonton, daughter of Bryan’s
half-brother, Edison, has chosen the inn as her perfect venue.
Anxious, Mimi is sure things are going to turn south, especially when
Edison gets drunk and rowdy at the out-of-towners’ dinner, but by the
evening, things begin to look up again. That is until six AM rolls
around, and Bryan is found dead at the bistro with an e?clair stuffed
in his mouth. And the fingers point at Mimi, whose entire loan is
forgiven in Bryan’s will. Now it’s up to Mimi to clear her name and
get to the bottom of things before the killer turns up the heat again
in A Deadly E?clair, the scrumptious series debut by Agatha Awardwinning author Daryl Wood Gerber.
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The Little French Bakery Cookbook
Down and Out in Paris and London is the first full-length work by
George Orwell. It is a memoir in two parts on the theme of poverty in
the two cities London & Paris. Written when Orwell was a struggling
writer in his twenties, it documents his 'first contact with poverty'.
Exposing a shocking, previously-hidden world to his readers, Orwell
gave a human face to the statistics of poverty for the first time and in doing so, found his voice as a writer.

The Little French Recipe Book
Hearty boeuf Bourguignon served in deep bowls over a garlic-rubbed
slice of baguette toast; decadently rich croque monsieur, eggy and
oozing with cheese; gossamer crème brulee, its sweetness offset by a
brittle burnt-sugar topping. Whether shared in a cozy French bistro or
in your own home, the romance and enduring appeal of French country
cooking is irrefutable. Here is the book that helps you bring that
spirit, those evocative dishes, into your own home. What Ina Garten is
known for—on her Food Network show and in her three previous
bestselling books—is adding a special twist to familiar dishes, while
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also streamlining the recipes so you spend less time in the kitchen
but still emerge with perfection. And that’s exactly what she offers
in Barefoot in Paris. Ina’s kir royale includes the unique addition of
raspberry liqueur—a refreshing alternative to the traditional crème de
cassis. Her vichyssoise is brightened with the addition of zucchini,
and her chocolate mousse is deeply flavored with the essence of
orange. All of these dishes are true to their Parisian roots, but all
offer something special—and are thoroughly delicious, completely
accessible, and the perfect fare for friends and family. Barefoot in
Paris is suffused with Ina’s love of the city, of the bustling outdoor
markets and alluring little shops, of the bakeries and fromageries and
charcuteries—of the wonderful celebration of food that you find on
every street corner, in every neighborhood. So take a trip to Paris
with the perfect guide—the Barefoot Contessa herself—in her most
personal book yet. From the Hardcover edition.

White Fur
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Fall Away series who
never fails to deliver a “powerfully written contemporary love
story…”* Former tennis player Easton Bradbury is trying to be the best
teacher she can be, trying to reach her bored students, trying to
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forget her past. What brought her to this stage in her life isn't
important. She can't let it be. But now one parent-teacher meeting may
be her undoing… Meeting Tyler Marek for the first time makes it easy
for Easton to see why his son is having trouble in school. The man
knows how to manage businesses and wealth, not a living, breathing
teenage boy. Or a young teacher, for that matter, though he tries to.
And yet…there is something about him that draws Easton in—a hint of
vulnerability, a flash of attraction, a spark that might burn. Wanting
him is taboo. Needing him is undeniable. And his long-awaited touch
will weaken Easton's resolve—and reveal what should stay hidden…
(*STANDALONE, NO CLIFFHANGER*) *Booklist

Catching Air
When a culinary judge is due to arrive at his Paris café and Chef
Marcel runs out of the secret ingredient for his famous cheese soup,
it is his smallest son, Petit Michelle, who saves the day.

Fatal Majesty
Here is a wonderfully fresh and evocative look at one of France's
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great institutions--the cafe. Marie Francis Boyer showcases the
legendary Parisian cafes--where some of the world's most celebrated
philosophers, poets, and painters gathered--and also explores cafes
whose architecture and decoration are part of the French heritage.

The Mice of Bistrot Des Sept Frères
‘Irresistible’ Sunday Times bestseller Katie Fforde In a cosy corner
of Paris, a delicious little patisserie is just waiting to be
discovered. And romance might just be on the menu

French Bistro
"A French Wedding is a sumptuous novel that will, literally take you
away. It's a delightful escape to the French seaside that I, for one,
never wanted to leave."—Elin Hilderbrand, bestselling author of The
Identicals A French Wedding is a delicious novel about six college
friends reuniting on the coast of Brittany to celebrate one of their
own's fortieth birthday. With sumptuous food and plenty of wine, the
table is set for tricky romantic entanglements, fiery outbursts, and a
range of secrets. Readers who loved The Vacationers and The Little
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Paris Bookshop will devour this irresistible novel. Max is a washed-up
rock star who's about to turn forty and feeling nostalgic for his
university days. All he says he wants for his birthday is to host his
old friends at his house in the French countryside for a weekend of
good food and reminiscing. But he has an ulterior motive: Finally
ready to settle down, this is his chance to declare his undying love
to his best friend, Helen. Max's private chef, Juliette, has just
returned to her hometown after a nasty breakup and her parents'
failing health move her to sell her dream restaurant in Paris. Still
reeling, Juliette throws herself into her job, hoping that the peace
and quiet it offers will be the perfect cure for her broken heart. But
when Max's friends arrive, the introverted, dreamy Juliette finds
herself drawn out of her orderly kitchen and into their tumultuous
relationships. A weekend thinking about the past spurs more than one
emotional crisis, as the friends take stock of whether they've lived
up to their ideals. Together for the first time in years, it's not
long before love triangles, abandoned dreams, and long-held
resentments bubble over, culminating in a wedding none of them ever
expected.

Barefoot in Paris
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An anecdotal gourmand's tour of the finest restaurants in Paris
presents a leading food writer's personal choices for the city's best
culinary experiences, offering a variety of cuisines, price ranges,
and locations and describing each eatery's specialties, menu choices,
ambience, owners, and more. Original. 25,000 first printing.

Midnight at the Bright Ideas Bookstore
"I adored The Light of Paris. It’s so lovely and big-hearted—it made
me long for Paris."—Jojo Moyes, New York Times-bestselling author of
Me Before You and After You The miraculous new novel from the New York
Times–bestselling author of The Weird Sisters—a sensation beloved by
critics and readers alike. Madeleine is trapped—by her family's
expectations, by her controlling husband, and by her own fears—in an
unhappy marriage and a life she never wanted. From the outside, it
looks like she has everything, but on the inside, she fears she has
nothing that matters. In Madeleine’s memories, her grandmother Margie
is the kind of woman she should have been—elegant, reserved, perfect.
But when Madeleine finds a diary detailing Margie’s bold, romantic
trip to Jazz Age Paris, she meets the grandmother she never knew: a
dreamer who defied her strict, staid family and spent an exhilarating
summer writing in cafés, living on her own, and falling for a
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charismatic artist. Despite her unhappiness, when Madeleine’s marriage
is threatened, she panics, escaping to her hometown and staying with
her critical, disapproving mother. In that unlikely place, shaken by
the revelation of a long-hidden family secret and inspired by her
grandmother’s bravery, Madeleine creates her own Parisian
summer—reconnecting to her love of painting, cultivating a vibrant
circle of creative friends, and finding a kindred spirit in a down-toearth chef who reminds her to feed both her body and her heart. Margie
and Madeleine’s stories intertwine to explore the joys and risks of
living life on our own terms, of defying the rules that hold us back
from our dreams, and of becoming the people we are meant to be.

Manu's French Bistro
Warm, wise, and magical—the latest novel by the bestselling author of
THE LITTLE PARIS BOOKSHOP and THE LITTLE FRENCH BISTRO is an
astonishing exploration of the thresholds between life and death Henri
Skinner is a hardened ex-war reporter on the run from his past. On his
way to see his son, Sam, for the first time in years, Henri steps into
the road without looking and collides with oncoming traffic. He is
rushed to a nearby hospital where he floats, comatose, between dreams,
reliving the fairytales of his childhood and the secrets that made him
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run away in the first place. After the accident, Sam—a thirteen-year
old synesthete with an IQ of 144 and an appetite for science
fiction—waits by his father’s bedside every day. There he meets Eddie
Tomlin, a woman forced to confront her love for Henri after all these
years, and twelve-year old Madelyn Zeidler, a coma patient like Henri
and the sole survivor of a traffic accident that killed her family. As
these four very different individuals fight—for hope, for patience,
for life—they are bound together inextricably, facing the ravages of
loss and first love side by side. A revelatory, urgently human story
that examines what we consider serious and painful alongside light and
whimsy, THE BOOK OF DREAMS is a tender meditation on memory,
liminality, and empathy, asking with grace and gravitas what we will
truly find meaningful in our lives once we are gone.

Southern Light
For thirty years, Julien has lived with the question as to why his
mother, Helene, suddenly walked out on him and his father - and why
his father Henri refused to ever speak of her again.Now, as he sits by
his father's bedside preparing to say goodbye, Julien remembers his
father's long-lost notebook: a gift from Helene in which he jealously
kept the recipes that made him the renowned chef of the Relais Fleuri
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restaurant.Julien is determined to find this last link to the father
he so fiercely loves, and the mother he has never forgotten. But can
the secrets to his father's cooking finally help him understand the
other secrets Henri has kept all these years?

A French Wedding
February in Newfoundland is the longest month of the year. Another
blizzard is threatening to tear a strip off downtown St. John’s, while
inside The Hazel restaurant a storm system of sex, betrayal,
addiction, and hurt is breaking overhead. Iris, a young hostess from
around the bay, is forced to pull a double despite resolving to avoid
the charming chef and his wealthy restaurateur wife. Just tables over,
Damian, a hungover and self-loathing server, is trying to navigate a
potential punch-up with a pair of lit customers who remain oblivious
to the rising temperature in the dining room. Meanwhile Olive, a young
woman far from her northern home, watches it all unfurl from the fast
and frozen street. Through rolling blackouts, we glimpse the truth
behind the shroud of scathing lies and unrelenting abuse, and discover
that resilience proves most enduring in the dead of this winter’s
tale. By turns biting, funny, poetic, and heartbreaking, Megan Gail
Coles’s debut novel rips into the inner lives of a wicked cast of
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characters, building towards a climax that will shred perceptions and
force a reckoning. This is blistering Newfoundland Gothic for the
twenty-first century, a wholly original, bracing, and timely portrait
of a place in the throes of enormous change, where two women confront
the traumas of their past in an attempt to overcome the present and to
pick up a future.

The Light of Paris
If we ask just one question, does everything fall apart? In All Things
Reconsidered, popular podcaster Knox McCoy uses a unique blend of
humor, pop culture references, and personal stories to show how a
willingness to reconsider ideas can actually help us grow ourselves,
our lives, and our beliefs. In this laugh-out-loud defense of
reconsideration, Knox dives into topics like: Are participation
trophies truly the worst? Is it really worth it to be a ride-or-die
sports fan? Do we believe in God because of the promise of heaven—or
the threat of hell? Does prayer work? Is anyone even there? This book
is the catalyst we need to courageously ask the questions that will
lead to a deeper understanding of ourselves—and God. It’s time to
start reconsidering.
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The French Café
Bistro is warm. Bistro is family. Bistro is simple, hearty, generous
cuisine-robust soups and country omelets, wine-scented stews and
bubbling gratins, and desserts from a grandmother's kitchen.
Researched and written by Patricia Wells, author of The Food Lover's
Guide to Paris and The Food Lover's Guide to France, together with
over 220,000 copies in print, here is a celebration of the nononsense, inexpensive, soul-satisfying cuisine of the neighborhood
restaurants of France. BISTRO COOKING contains over 200 scrumptious
bistro recipes made lighter and quicker for the way we cook today.
Warm Poached Sausage with Potato Salad. Benoit's Mussel Soup. Guy
Savoy's Fall Leg of Lamb. Beef Stew with Wild Mushrooms and Orange,
Chicken Basquaise, Pasta with Lemon, Ham, and Black Olives, L'Ami
Louis' Potato Cake, Provencal Roast Tomatoes, Pears in Red Wine, and
Golden Cream and Apple Tart. Throughout, lively notes and sidebars
capture the world of bistro owners in the kitchen, les grands chefs,
and more. Selection of the Book-of-the-Month Club. Winner of the 1989
IACP Seagram Food and Beverage Award. Over 166,000 copies in print.

Anthony Bourdain's Les Halles Cookbook
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French food has a "Je ne sais quoi" factor that delights and makes
French cooking iconic. Bring the flavors of France in your own kitchen
and prepare a French bistro meal that your family and friends will
remember!French food can be described as elegant, sophisticated and
refined, using only the best and freshest ingredients. French cuisine
is based on traditions, elaborate cooking techniques and recipes have
been perfected by World renowned French chefs and cooks for many
years. Recipes are passed down from generation to generation, and each
region of France have their own specialties. Cooking French food can
daunting and thought of difficult to do, but with a little time and a
great recipe, you will be surprised at how easy it can be.Eating in
French bistro is an experience of fine food, great wines and a unique
atmosphere where classic dishes are mixed with rustic wholesome foods.
Inside this book, you will find recipes of dishes typically offered in
French bistro from classics to more rustic meals.The true flavors of
French Bistro cooking are found within this book and are accessible to
everyone, from the novice who likes to experiment in the kitchen, to
the seasoned cook who has attempted - and succeeded - at practically
every style of cooking.Inside you'll find:* Delightful appetizers like
the Spiced Duck Rillettes or the Classic Mussels with White Wine
Sauce* Satisfying French soups and stews like the French onion Soup or
the Armorican Fish Stew* Classic chicken and poultry dish such as the
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Coq au vin or the Duck Confit* French beef masterpieces like the
Provençale Beef and the Beef Bourguignon* Delectable pork and veal
recipes like the Veal Medallion with Morel Sauce or the Ham, Cheese
and Apple Tart* Coastal fish and seafood creations the Sole Meniere or
the Mussels with Cream Sauce* Easy to prepare vegetarian dishes and
sides like the French Ratatouille or the Cheese Soufflé.* Sweet
endings like the Mousse au Chocolat (Chocolate mousse) or the Classic
Tarte Tatin (French apple pie)The recipes in this book are genuine to
the various regions of France, bringing into your kitchen flavors that
are ripe with the essence of the culture. From rustic chicken dishes
to elegant duck, along with regional seafood and desserts that will
kiss your soul, this book is a French bistro menu in and of itself.
The next time you reach for the phone to make a reservation at a
French bistro, try reaching for this book instead, and bring the
flavors of Paris, Champagne, Lorraine, the Loire Valley, Burgundy,
Bordeaux, Provence, or Normandy cooking into your own kitchen.Let's
get started! Scroll back up and order your copy today!

The Red Address Book
"When Elise Perez meets Jamey Hyde on a desolate winter afternoon,
fate implodes, and neither of their lives will ever be the same.
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Although they are next-door neighbors in New Haven, they come from
different worlds. Elise grew up in a housing project without a father
and didn't graduate from high school; Jamey is a junior at Yale, heir
to a private investment bank fortune and beholden to high family
expectations. Nevertheless, the attraction is instant, and what starts
out as sexual obsession turns into something greater, stranger, and
impossible to ignore."--

Dead Letters
The bestselling story of Julia’s years in France—and the basis for
Julie & Julia, starring Meryl Streep and Amy Adams—in her own words.
Although she would later singlehandedly create a new approach to
American cuisine with her cookbook Mastering the Art of French Cooking
and her television show The French Chef, Julia Child was not always a
master chef. Indeed, when she first arrived in France in 1948 with her
husband, Paul, who was to work for the USIS, she spoke no French and
knew nothing about the country itself. But as she dove into French
culture, buying food at local markets and taking classes at the Cordon
Bleu, her life changed forever with her newfound passion for cooking
and teaching. Julia’s unforgettable story—struggles with the head of
the Cordon Bleu, rejections from publishers to whom she sent her nowPage 19/39
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famous cookbook, a wonderful, nearly fifty-year long marriage that
took the Childs across the globe—unfolds with the spirit so key to
Julia’s success as a chef and a writer, brilliantly capturing one of
America’s most endearing personalities.

Small Game Hunting at the Local Coward Gun Club
What if your hobby turned into attending pastry school in Paris—and a
surprising career change? For Susan Holding, that’s exactly what
happened. Susan was a nurse turned road warrior teaching medical
professionals to use computer software. But on the weekends, her hobby
was baking—usually while dreaming about mastering French pastry. While
searching for a New England baking course, she mistakenly received
information about Le Cordon Bleu’s pastry program in Paris. After
careful consideration of the program and completing the application
process, she was accepted, and off to Paris she went. Within a year
she graduated with honors, left her nursing career, and opened her own
bakery and cooking school, the Little French Bakery, in Wisconsin. The
Little French Bakery Cookbook takes us through Susan’s stories of
success and mishap during her days at pastry school in France. These
charming stories are interwoven between one hundred recipes that she
has mastered since her days at school. Readers will find recipes both
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savory and sweet, with delicious flavors that will take them on their
own trip to the City of Light. Enjoy such recipes as: • Kitchen sink
cookies • Tarte aux Pommes • Onion soup • Boeuf Bourguignon • Oven
roasted brussels sprouts and cauliflower While French cuisine can seem
intimidating, Susan provides equipment lists, and her own hints and
tips to aid readers in becoming the master of their kitchen. Find stepby-step photos to create seemingly difficult pastries at home. Whether
new to baking or comfortable in the kitchen, everyone will find
something new in The Little French Bakery Cookbook. Embark on your own
culinary adventure and taste the delights of Paris! Skyhorse
Publishing, along with our Good Books and Arcade imprints, is proud to
publish a broad range of cookbooks, including books on juicing,
grilling, baking, frying, home brewing and winemaking, slow cookers,
and cast iron cooking. We’ve been successful with books on gluten-free
cooking, vegetarian and vegan cooking, paleo, raw foods, and more. Our
list includes French cooking, Swedish cooking, Austrian and German
cooking, Cajun cooking, as well as books on jerky, canning and
preserving, peanut butter, meatballs, oil and vinegar, bone broth, and
more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might
not otherwise find a home.
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French Bistro Cooking
BBQ Bistro will take your barbecue from yum to ooh-la-la, bringing the
charm and flavor of the French bistro to your own backyard. Authors
Karen Adler and Judith Fertig share their favorite quick and casual
bistro recipes for a hot grill. With recipes like Grilled Salmon
Benedict, French Feta and Charentais Melon, Grilled Rib-Eye Steak with
Onion Straws, and more! BBQ Bistro will expand your barbecue
repertoire and encourage you to play with different flavors and
techniques, from adding a hint of smoke to cheese, to turning an
eggplant into easily grillable paillards, or getting the perfect char
on a steak. It also offers classic French sauces, sides, and small
plates you can pair with any meal anytime of the year. With tips on
grilling and preserving, BBQ Bistro is a must-have for any griller and
will satisfy all of your barbeque desires, mais oui!

The New Paris
From the world's most preeminent French chef comes an all-new
collection of hearty, homey bistro recipes. Alain Ducasse, iconic chef
and author of Simple Nature, presents a collection of recipes from his
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worldwide network of French bistros--Allard (in Paris), Aux Lyonnais
(Paris), and Benoît (Paris, New York, and Tokyo). A relaxing,
convivial alternative to haute cuisine, bistro cooking most closely
approaches the British gastropub or Italian osteria tradition, with
less formal dishes served with local wine. Ducasse and his team of
chefs have reengineered these casual classics with a contemporary eye,
giving them subtle twists and a lighter, healthier profile. Recipes
include the French country cooking we all love to order in family
eateries, including oeufs cocotte, pâté en croute, blanquette de veau,
sole meunière, classic French onion soup, and of course mousse au
chocolat and poires belle-Hélène. Expert instruction for approachable
recipes will have you cooking like a French chef, delighting family
and friends with delicious, modern versions of classic bistro fare.

The Little Paris Patisserie (Romantic Escapes, Book 3)
When Joey Molina kills himself in the Bright Ideas bookstore's upper
room, clerk Lydia's life comes unglued. As she untangles the mystery
of Joey's suicide, she unearths a long buried memory from her own
violent childhood.
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Hungry for Paris
"Ava Antipova has her reasons for running away: a failing family
vineyard, a romantic betrayal, a mercurial sister, an absent father, a
mother slipping into dementia. In Paris, Ava renounces her terribly
practical undergraduate degree, acquires a French boyfriend and a
taste for much better wine, and erases her past. Two years later, she
must return to upstate New York. Her twin sister, Zelda, is dead. Even
in a family of alcoholics, Zelda Antipova was the wild one, notorious
for her mind games and destructive behavior. Stuck tending the
vineyard and the girls' increasingly unstable mother, Zelda was
allegedly burned alive when she passed out in the barn with a lit
cigarette. But Ava finds the official explanation a little too neat. A
little too Zelda. Then she receives a cryptic message--from her sister
"--Jacket.

My Little French Kitchen
The French bistro provides an irresistible dining experience,
combining fresh, traditional dishes with a friendly atmosphere. With
its checkered tablecloths, chalkboard menus brandishing the plats du
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jour, emblematic wooden chairs, and an endless supply of crusty
baguettes, the gastronomic bistro has firmly established itself as a
culinary institution. Bertrand Auboyneau, the owner of Bistrot Paul
Bert in Paris, offers a seasonal selection of sixty hearty recipes.
Starters include rustic country pt with cognac and wild mushroom
confit or scallops cooked in their shells with a piquant twist. An
extensive selection of main courses ranges from shoulder of lamb en
cocotte to duck breast with cherries and roasted new potatoes. After a
dazzling cheese platter, if you still have room for dessert, you can
indulge in an assortment of delicious classics, such as Paul Bert's
signature Paris-Brest, praline cream in a crisp choux pastry ring, or
le flottante, an island of poached meringue floating in Tahitian
vanilla crme anglaise. To accompany the recipes, revered food critic
Franois Simon outlines the ten commandments that rule a true bistro,
such as the importance of an inspirational owner and a highly
experienced chef as well as impeccable waiters and the art of creating
an authentic decor, dense with the wafting smells of good food and
wine. Photographs feature both recipes and the lively spirit of a
dozen Parisian bistros.

Bistronomy
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Finalist for the IACP Cookbook Award, Chefs and Restaurants French
food reimagined by a new generation of chefs. ?There is a new movement
afoot in Paris. Young chefs have turned their backs on stuffiness and
are creating an experience that is more fun and a lot less formal. In
tiny independent bistros mostly on the outskirts of the city, they are
turning out fantastically inventive food that bypasses many of the old
sauces and relies instead on the vibrancy of responsibly sourced
ingredients. Because they are working in tiny kitchens with little or
no staff, advance preparation is esteemed. (Good news for the home
cook looking to crib kitchen notes.) Among their tricks (which could
fit easily into anyone's repertoire) are finding inspired uses for
humble root vegetables like rutabaga and parsnips, presenting a
vegetable raw and cooked in the same dish, and revitalizing the
classic crumble for dessert. In Bistronomy, Jane Sigal captures these
chefs' creative approach, culling recipes that translate their genius
in ways the home cook can achieve. From L'Ami Jean's chef Stéphane
Jégo comes the soulful but unexpected Winter Squash Soup, accented
with a cocoa whipped cream. Haricots Verts Salad with Strawberries and
Feta is a charmer from Atsumi Sota at Clown Bar. And there is the
showstopping Cherry and Beet Pavlova from Sean Kelly. The more than
one hundred dishes in Bistronomy prove that these Paris bistros have
become the idea factories of the culinary world. Like a trip to Paris,
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Bistronomy will make you fall in love with French cooking all over
again.

The Little Paris Kitchen
A cloth bag containing ten copies of the title.

A Deadly Eclair
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the New York Times and internationally
bestselling author of The Little Paris Bookshop, an extraordinary
novel about self-discovery and new beginnings. Marianne is stuck in a
loveless, unhappy marriage. After forty-one years, she has reached her
limit, and one evening in Paris she decides to take action. Following
a dramatic moment on the banks of the Seine, Marianne leaves her life
behind and sets out for the coast of Brittany, also known as “the end
of the world.” Here she meets a cast of colorful and unforgettable
locals who surprise her with their warm welcome, and the natural ease
they all seem to have, taking pleasure in life’s small moments. And,
as the parts of herself she had long forgotten return to her in this
new world, Marianne learns it’s never too late to begin the search for
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what life should have been all along. With all the buoyant charm that
made The Little Paris Bookshop a beloved bestseller, The Little French
Bistro is a tale of second chances and a delightful embrace of the
joys of life in France.

Down And Out In Paris And London
A nimble, extraordinarily moving novel about a sister and adopted
brother with a one-of-a-kind connection Zachariah and Rachel Wolff are
brother and sister. Well, not exactly. They are star-crossed lovers.
Well, not exactly. Rachel is the cherished daughter born to a Russian
family living in London, and Zachariah is her parents' adopted son,
who arrived from the orphanage with one sweater, a head of
rambunctious curls, and a dexterous set of fists, or fives, as he
likes to call them. As children, they were as close as two people
could be. But when they crossed this forbidden line, there was no
going back. Now, as an adult, coping with Zach's estrangement from
their formidable father, Rachel is determined to invent a family
history for her beloved. And so the novel cartwheels through Zach's
imagined ancestry--from a tavern-educated boxer in Dickensian times to
a Hussar at the Battle of Borodino during the Napoleonic Wars. All the
while, Zach and Rachel's troubles in the present are building to a new
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point of no return. Filled with art and science, fairy tales and folk
songs, tsars and foundlings, epic battles in the prize ring and on the
Eastern Front, Be My Wolff is a novel of astonishing range and
imagination: a love story, an exuberant adventure through time and
place, a tale of our most unbreakable bonds. From the Hardcover
edition.

Be My Wolff
The city long-adored for its medieval beauty, old-timey brasseries,
and corner cafés has even more to offer today. In the last few years,
a flood of new ideas and creative locals has infused a once-static,
traditional city with a new open-minded sensibility and energy.
Journalist Lindsey Tramuta offers detailed insight into the rapidly
evolving worlds of food, wine, pastry, coffee, beer, fashion, and
design in the delightful city of Paris. Tramuta puts the spotlight on
the new trends and people that are making France’s capital a more
whimsical, creative, vibrant, and curious place to explore than its
classical reputation might suggest. With hundreds of striking
photographs that capture this fresh, animated spirit, The New Paris
shows us the storied City of Light as never before.
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My Life in France
Southern Light tells the story of Dr. Carl Ransome, a lonely and
disillusioned man who, in retirement, has found a haven on a small
island in Chesapeake Bay. Here he encounters the tormented sightless
woman Sylvie, and together they are drawn into a web of confession and
self-disclosure. Ransome's story, as it pours from him after a
lifetime of suppression, reveals a man whose marriage, whose
fatherhood, whose lifelong service to the poor and ill have all been
traduced and meaningless; a man whose ultimate moral abdication has
involved the death of a child. Sylvie's confessions in turn, disclose
an echoing pattern of family tragedy, climaxed by her sense of moral
complicity in the death of her lover. As these two reminiscences
unfold and intertwine, we meet those men and women who have played a
central role in Carl's and Sylvie's tragedies. Molly, Carl's wife of
thirty-five years, whose love for Carl began in a spark of pain and
need, before subsiding into years of routine robbed of all meaning;
Ron, Sylvie's too-devoted lover, and Nils, the man who stirs in her
frightening depths of passion and submission; and, perhaps most
crucial of all, Carl's patient Walter Lubby---a black man dying of
syphilis, whose dignity and terrible faith invoke the most compelling
and mysterious relationship of the doctors life.
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Drinking French
The world fell in love with Rachel Khoo through her cookbook and
television show The Little Paris Kitchen, and immediately began to
covet her Parisian lifestyle, fashion sense, and delicious recipes. In
My Little French Kitchen, Rachel leaves Paris and travels to the
mountains, villages, and shores of France, sampling regional
specialties and translating them into more than 100 recipes. With more
than 100 photographs, as well as dozens of Rachel's own hand-drawn
illustrations, this is the perfect gift for young foodies and
Francophiles as well as fans of The Little Paris Kitchen hungry for
more fresh takes on French classics.

The Bookman's Tale
My warm breath makes a beautiful fog in front of me. It's times like
this when I feel most alive. I feel free, and at one with the world
and everything around me. It's an invigorating version of euphoria.
But I don't want to arrive home to no one; I want someone to come home
to. It's 1995 and 21-year-old Joni Johnson is fresh out of art school
and loving her life. Working at Harland, a French restaurant, makes
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her happy - it's as romantic as she is herself. Harland's owner, Lucy,
and chef, Dave, make her evenings both entertaining and complicated.
By day, Joni sets up her easel in her backyard bungalow, turns on her
music, and paints. But when Joni's best friend, Annabelle, arrives on
the doorstep one night ecstatic in love, everything changes. The life
Joni has built for herself seems lacklustre in comparison to
Annabelle's rising star. And when Annabelle makes a beeline for the
one man who seems interested in Joni, it looks unlikely that their
friendship will survive. Tender, funny and romantic, Lovesome is a
triumph.

BBQ Bistro
The New York Times bestselling author of My Paris Kitchen serves up
more than 160 recipes for trendy cocktails, quintessential apéritifs,
café favorites, complementary snacks, and more. Bestselling cookbook
author, memoirist, and popular blogger David Lebovitz delves into the
drinking culture of France in Drinking French. This beautifully
photographed collection features 160 recipes for everything from
coffee, hot chocolate, and tea to Kir and regional apéritifs, classic
and modern cocktails from the hottest Paris bars, and creative
infusions using fresh fruit and French liqueurs. And because the
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French can't imagine drinking without having something to eat
alongside, David includes crispy, salty snacks to serve with your
concoctions. Each recipe is accompanied by David's witty and
informative stories about the ins and outs of life in France, as well
as photographs taken on location in Paris and beyond. Whether you have
a trip to France booked and want to know what and where to drink, or
just want to infuse your next get-together with a little French flair,
this rich and revealing guide will make you the toast of the town.

All Things Reconsidered
Rachel Khoo cooks up a storm from her tiny Parisian kitchen, bringing
the magic of France into our homes. The 'little kitchen' concept might
be a considerable hindrance to most chefs, but Khoo has made the most
of it' New York Times 'The fabulous fairy godmother of French cuisine'
Easy Living Rachel Khoo was determined to get to grips with French
cooking, so to learn more she moved to Paris, not speaking a word of
French, and enrolled at Le Cordon Bleu, the world-famous cookery
school. From a Croque Madame muffin and the classic Boeuf bourguignon,
to a deliciously fragrant Provencal lavender and lemon roast chicken,
Rachel celebrates the culinary landscape of France as it is today and
shows how simple these dishes are. The 120 recipes in the book range
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from easy, everyday dishes like Omelette Pipérade, to summer picnics
by the Seine and afternoon 'goûter' (snacks), to meals with friends
and delicious desserts including classics like Crème brulee and Tarte
tatin. It's a book that celebrates the very best of French homecooking in a modern and accessible way. In The Little Paris Kitchen,
Rachel Khoo serves up a modern twist on classic French cooking. After
graduating from Central Saint Martin's College with a degree in Art
and Design, British food writer Rachel was lured to Paris to study
pâtisserie at Le Cordon Bleu. Rachel shot to fame when her TV series,
The Little Paris Kitchen, was broadcast by BBC. Her beautiful tie-in
cookbook and the follow up, My Little French Kitchen, have been
published around the globe. Rachel now travels the world working on a
variety of projects, including a weekly recipe column for the Evening
Standard.

Bistro
In Fatal Majesty, critically acclaimed novelist Reay Tannahill
immerses readers in the tragedy of Mary, Queen of Scots-but this is
not a conventional retelling of a fascinating yet familiar tale.
Eighteen-year-old Mary returns from the sophisticated French court to
claim her throne in cold, backward Scotland. A gloomy reception proves
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least among the na?ve young monarch's challenges: her arrival provides
the opportunity for smoldering vendettas to explode and for intricate
conspiracies to form and then unravel-intrigue besets her on every
side. Mary's self-righteous brother, James, seeks to rule in her
place; her brilliant Secretary of State, Lethington, dedicates his
energies to placing the Stuarts on the throne of England; and her
cousin, Elizabeth I, dazzling and unscrupulous, fears Mary as a threat
to her crown and to her life. Mingling a poet's passion with an
historian's insight, Tannahill chronicles an era of easy violence,
desperate action, and grand conspiracy. In Fatal Majesty, masterful
characterization combines with lightning pace and classic plotting to
deliver a tragic romantic saga with all the complexity of a major
political thriller.

Misconduct
“Written with love, told with joy. Very easy to enjoy.”—Fredrik
Backman, author of A Man Called Ove For fans of The Little Paris
Bookshop and The 100-Year-Old Man Who Climbed Out the Window and
Disappeared comes a heartwarming debut about 96-year-old Doris, who
writes down the memories of her eventful life as she pages through her
decades-old address book. But the most profound moment of her life is
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still to come . . . Meet Doris, a 96-year-old woman living alone in
her Stockholm apartment. She has few visitors, but her weekly Skype
calls with Jenny—her American grandniece, and her only relative—give
her great joy and remind her of her own youth. When Doris was a girl,
she was given an address book by her father, and ever since she has
carefully documented everyone she met and loved throughout the years.
Looking through the little book now, Doris sees the many crossed-out
names of people long gone and is struck by the urge to put pen to
paper. In writing down the stories of her colorful past—working as a
maid in Sweden, modelling in Paris during the 30s, fleeing to
Manhattan at the dawn of the Second World War—can she help Jenny,
haunted by a difficult childhood, unlock the secrets of their family
and finally look to the future? And whatever became of Allan, the love
of Doris’s life? A charming novel that prompts reflection on the
stories we all should carry to the next generation, and the surprises
in life that can await even the oldest among us, The Red Address Book
introduces Sofia Lundberg as a wise—and irresistible—storyteller.

The Little Paris Bookshop
Have you ever wondered how the French make entertaining at home look
so effortless? Join Australia's favourite French chef, Manu Feildel,
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as he guides you through one hundred classic bistro recipes that will
expand your dinner party repertoire and impress your guests. Whether
you are looking for clear advice on how to cook traditional French
fare likecoq au vin, cassoulet or raspberry souffles, or whether you
are keen to experiment with Manu's new twists on old favourites, like
cauliflower soup with Roquefort cheese, roast duck with spiced honey
glaze or chocolate creme brulee, you will find something to inspire
you in this stunningly photographed collection of his favourite bistro
hits. There is something for everyone, from simple dishes that you can
whip up on a weeknight to more challenging recipes for when you have a
little more time. Manu's passion for the art of fine dining and his
unique flair for entertaining, honed through years of experience,
shine through on every page.
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